
TOP OF THE LINE

MARQUEE   COLLECTION

We’ve taken the most brilliant, experienced 

architectural loudspeaker engineers and asked 

them to design the ultimate home theater system. 

The result is simply stunning. The Marquee 

Collection will exceed your expectations in every 

facet. Available both with both slim on-wall and 

nearly invisible in-wall configurations, they are 

easier to install than any other home theater 

systems in their class. 

That doesn’t mean they won’t blow you away. 

Between the powerful sub-woofer options, the 

ultra-sensitive custom drivers, and the high-

pressure horn-loaded titanium tweeters, there’s 

an amazing home theater experience waiting 

for you. If you need a versatile, theater quality 

experience in your home the Marquee Collection 

from Origin Acoustics is your first choice.



As the front, side and rear channels are all complimented 

by dedicated extruded aluminum enclosures, you can be 

confident the sound will remain consistent whether you 

choose the on-wall or in-wall installation option. The 

aesthetic choice is completely up to you. Display them 

proudly or hide them away. Our desire is to allow you the 

option of blending them seamlessly into your décor.

ON-WALL OR IN-WALL 

      M5500OW                     M5500IW                              M3500OW                               M3500IW                                

SUBA500 

FLOOR STANDING & IN-CEILING 

PAIR WITH AUDIOCONTROL™

CONCERT AVR9 CONCERT AVR7

Add an Audiocontrol™ Concert AVR9 or AVR7 Receiver.
Peak Performance Guaranteed ! Learn More at audiocontrol.com

ROCK SOLID AMPLIFICATION 

M1500SUB M2500IC

Ground shaking realism is delivered by a massive driver/cabinet combination 

that not only reaches extreme sound pressure levels but produces incredible bass 

extension as well. Triggering the most primal emotional responses, the M1500 

Subwoofer establishes a sonic foundation upon which the entire Marquee system 

is built. Timbre matched to the rest of the Marquee loudspeakers, the M2500 shares 

the same dynamic response and life like nuance in an in-ceiling format. It is a perfect 

choice for side, rear and Atmos® channels when the architectural design demands.

Built to deliver the necessary horsepower to drive the M1500 Sub, the SubA500 pulls 

no punches. Internal digital processing and 500 Watts of Class-D amplification will 

drive the 15” pro-style woofer to levels that will hit you in the chest like a freight train.

M A R Q U E E  C O L L E C T I O N ™

Visit marquee.originacoustics.com to learn more 


